Animal telemetry data are often analysed with discrete time movement models. These models are defined with regular time steps. However, telemetry data from marine animals are observed irregularly. To account for irregular data, a time-irregularised first-difference correlated random walk model with drift is introduced. The model generalizes the commonly used first-difference correlated random walk with regular time steps by allowing irregular time steps, including a drift term, and by allowing different autocorrelation in the two coordinates. The model is applied to data from a ringed seal collected through the Argos satellite system, and is compared to related movement models through simulations. Accounting for irregular data in the movement model results in accurate parameter estimates and reconstruction of movement paths. Further, the introduced model can provide more accurate movement paths than the regular time counterpart. Extracting accurate movement paths from uncertain telemetry data is important for evaluating space use patterns for marine animals, which in turn is crucial for management. Further, handling irregular data directly in the movement model allows efficient simultaneous analyses of several animals.
change between observations is often modelled by the distance and the turning angle (e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , which is considered a natural way to represent movement 18 . In discrete time models with regular time steps, irregular data can be handled by modifying the observational model to interpolate between states 13 .
To facilitate the analysis of populations or meta-analysis of individuals, the model parameters for different individuals must be on the same scale. If the interpretation of parameter values depends on the chosen time steps between estimated locations 11 , the values must be corrected before comparison is possible. Likewise, estimating population parameters based on individuals either requires movement models that use the same time steps for all individuals (e.g. 19 ), which can be sub-optimal, or movement models that handle irregular data directly.
The first-difference correlated random walk (DCRW 13 ) models animal movement as a discrete time first order autoregressive process on the difference between consecutive locations. The model includes a rotation parameter which allows tortuous and circular movement patterns. This is similar to the mean turning angle included in many discrete time models (e.g. 12, [15] [16] [17] . A continuous time version of the DCRW without rotation is the continuous time correlated random walk (CTCRW 20 ). The CTCRW models the velocity of an animal by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: the continuous time counterpart of the first order autoregressive process. Recently, an irregular time version of the DCRW was introduced without rotation including a time-varying parameter instead 6 .
In this paper, a generalization of the DCRW is introduced. The generalization of the DCRW is trifold: the model allows irregular time steps, a drift vector is included, and different autocorrelations in the two coordinates can be used. As a by-product, it is shown how the parameters in the DCRW model depend on the selected time steps. Further, a formula for transforming them to a time-invariant scale is obtained. The generalized DCRW is introduced as a discretization of a stochastic differential equation for the animal's velocity and location. Further, the close relationship between the generalized DCRW and a generalization of the CTCRW is shown. Through simulation studies, the generalized DCRW is shown to perform well compared to the CTCRW and DCRW. Finally, the applicability and extendability of the model are illustrated through a real animal movement dataset.
Materials and Methods
Movement model. The generalization of the DCRW movement model is constructed through a stochastic differential equation (SDE) for the velocity. From this SDE, the location process is the integrated velocity process. To obtain the time-irregular movement model, the SDE is solved analytically while the location process is a discrete time approximation.
SDE for velocity. The bivariate SDE for the velocity, V t , of an animal is
2 . In this model, γ 1 and γ 2 are autocorrelation parameters, μ is a vector of mean velocity parameters, and θ is a rotation parameter related to the mean turning angle of the DCRW model. The matrix S is a lower triangular matrix determining the covariance of the changes in velocity. Diagonal elements of S must be positive. When off-diagonal elements are zero, changes in velocity are independent between coordinates and the diagonal is their standard deviation. An overview of the parameters is given in Table 1 . Animals moving persistently in one direction will have a high autocorrelation in the velocity and a rotation parameter close to zero, while a lower autocorrelation in the velocity and a rotation parameter different from zero results in tortuous movement trajectories with circular patterns and frequent changes in velocity (e.g. 13, 21 ). When γ 1 = γ 2 and S = σI 2 , where I n denotes an n × n identity matrix, the model is identical to the rotational-advective correlated velocity model discussed by Gurarie et al. 22 . In this case, θ can be interpreted as a mean radial velocity 22 .
The analytical solution to the SDE is a stochastic process with Gaussian increments (see e.g. Supplemental Material S1). The mean of an increment is
, and vec is an operator that stacks the columns of a matrix to a vector. Based on the velocity, the location process, X t , follows the SDE
Discretizing the SDE for locations. Considering the N predetermined time points
, , } , an Euler-Maruyama approximation to the location process is obtained by
www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ where Δ = − − t t i i i 1 is the length of the time step. Inserting the expression for − V t i 1 , the Generalized first-Difference Correlated Random Walk (GDCRW) is obtained:
The error terms, ε t i , follow a zero mean normal distribution with variance
with vec(C) as defined in Subsection (SDE for velocity).
When the animal movement is continuous in time, the GDCRW model provides a discrete time approximation. The quality of the approximation depends on the time between locations of the movement process; that is, the predetermined time points
The time points do not need to correspond directly to the time of observations. Therefore, the quality of the approximation can be improved by adding additional locations between observations, thereby making the time discretization finer. The additional locations must be integrated out of the likelihood. When the process is observed directly, this can be done by simulation 23, 24 . In a state-space model, this simply corresponds to adding estimated locations without observations, since the entire location process is unobserved. Consequently, the additional estimated locations can be integrated out of the likelihood in the same way as the remaining process, for instance, with the Laplace approximation, filters or MCMC. In both cases, the approximation of the transition density between observations is improved, while only the marginal likelihood of observations is used for inference.
Special cases. The GDCRW model is closely related to four other models: The CTCRW, the DCRW, the modified DCRW by Auger-Méthé et al. 6 , and a random walk.
Relation to the CTCRW. When the turning-angle parameter θ = 0 and the increment covariance S is diagonal, the velocity model, V t , is identical to the velocity model of the CTCRW; however, the location models differ. While the location model of the CTCRW is an analytical solution to the two univariate integrated velocity models, the GDCRW is a discretization of the more general bivariate velocity model. Hence, when θ = 0 and S is a diagonal matrix, the discrete time GDCRW converges to the continuous time CTCRW as the time steps tend to zero. When θ ≠ 0 or S is not diagonal, the GDCRW converges to a generalization of the CTCRW when the length of the time steps approaches zero. Hence, the movement model simplifies to 
Parameter determining the velocity process correlation
The S matrix must be lower triangular to be identifiable
Time between location estimate i − 1 and i www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ which is the movement model of Jonsen et al. 13 when Δ = 1. Therefore, the GDCRW generalizes the DCRW in three ways: the restriction of regular time steps is relaxed, a drift vector is added, and different autocorrelations in the two coordinates are allowed. Further, equation (4) Relation to the modified DCRW. Recently, Auger-Méthé et al. 6 proposed a modified version of the DCRW for Fastloc-GPS data. The modified DCRW allowed irregularly observed data and included a time-varying autocorrelation parameter, γ t . Ignoring the time-varying autocorrelation, the modified DCRW can be obtained as a special case of the GDCRW introduced here by letting γ 1 = γ 2 = γ t , μ = 0, θ = 0, and by letting Σ be a diagonal matrix. Note, however, that the two models differ slightly in parameterization. In the modified DCRW, γ t is not scaled by the time differences and the variance of ε t i is parameterized as a diagonal matrix σ σ diag( , )
The GDCRW can easily be extended to have a time-varying autocorrelation parameter in the same way as Auger-Méthé et al. 6 .
Relation to a random walk. Finally, the GDCRW can be reduced to a random walk model. From equation (3) it follows that when the autocorrelation parameters γ 1 and γ 2 tend to zero, the model is reduced to a random walk. This is also the case for the CTCRW, DCRW, and modified DCRW. If μ ≠ 0, it will be a random walk with drift.
Measurement equation.
Besides the movement process describing the true, latent locations,
a measurement equation is needed to form a state-space model. For the DCRW, measurement errors are often included by linearly interpolating between the locations. For an observation Y s j at time s j ,
, and η i is a zero mean bivariate random variable. However, when the movement model allows irregular time steps, it is more natural to ensure that the estimated locations align with the observations, such that the measurement equation simplifies to
Then the observation at time s j does not depend on an estimated location in the future. Note that the state-space model can include additional estimated locations between observations. These estimated locations only contributes to the likelihood function through the movement process (see Supplemental Material S2). Below, η j will either be modelled as a bivariate normal distribution 20 or a bivariate t-distribution 7 .
Simulation Studies
To evaluate the GDCRW, three simulation studies were conducted. The first simulation study evaluated the GDCRW against the CTCRW when the latter was the true movement model. The second study compared the GDCRW to the DCRW when a continuous time version of the DCRW was the true model. Finally, the third study investigated the effect of measurement error on the choice of time step lengths in the GDCRW. The simulation studies only considered the main movement parameters. Variance parameters were not considered since they were related to the coordinate system used. For the CTCRW, the main movement parameter was the autocorrelation. For the DCRW, the main movement parameters were the mean turning angle and the autocorrelation.
The first simulation study was conducted to illustrate that the GDCRW could adequately reconstruct movement trajectories and parameter estimates from the CTCRW model. Likewise, the second simulation study was included to show that the GDCRW could recover parameter estimates from a continuous time version of the DCRW, including the rotation parameter not present in the CTCRW model. In contrast, the DCRW model itself had to be combined with equation (4) to recover the parameter estimates. Finally, the third simulation study was carried out to show that the irregular time steps of the GDCRW was better at reconstructing continuous time movement trajectories than the regular time steps of the DCRW, especially when measurement error was low.
In all three simulation studies, location trajectories were simulated from the continuous time model defined by equations (1) and (2) . In the first simulation study, the GDCRW was therefore a discretized version of the true model, while the CTCRW was the true model. In the second and third simulation studies, the DCRW and GDCRW were different discretizations of the true model. The Euler-Maruyama method was used to simulate from the model. To emulate continuous time movement, the Euler-Maruyama method was used with 200 additional simulated locations between observations. Time steps between observations were simulated from a mixture of an exponential and a normal distribution (see Supplemental Material S3) to ensure both short and long time steps between observations. All models in the simulation studies were fitted to the data by maximum likelihood through the Laplace approximation using the R (version 2018-03-21 r74432 25 ) package argosTrack (version 1.2.2 26 ), which builds on the package TMB (version 1.7.14 4 ) (R code is available as supplementary material).
Evaluating the GDCRW against the CTCRW. Since the GDCRW location process is constructed as an
Euler-Maruyama discrete time approximation to an underlying continuous time model, increasing the number of estimated locations between observations should improve the approximation because it makes the time discretization finer. This was investigated by simulating from the underlying continuous time model in the special case that reduces to the CTCRW. In this case, the GDCRW is a discretization of the true model. To investigate www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ the effect of the discretization, the ability of the GDCRW to estimate the main movement parameter, γ = γ 1 = γ 2 , along with the ability to reconstruct the trajectory was evaluated against the CTCRW.
To evaluate the GDCRW against the CTCRW, 200 trajectories with 250 observations were simulated from the continuous time model defined by equations (1) and (2) with θ = 0 and diagonal S; that is, with the CTCRW as the true model. A total of six models were fitted for each simulated dataset. The CTCRW and the GDCRW with estimated locations at the time of observations were fitted. Further, the GDCRW with additional estimated locations every 8, 4, 2, and 1 time unit were fitted. The models with additional estimated locations were denoted GDCRW 8 , GDCRW 4 , GDCRW 2 , and GDCRW 1 , respectively.
For each of the 250 simulated locations, observations were simulated from a bivariate normal with covariance . I 0 1 2 2 . The processes were simulated with γ = γ 1 = γ 2 = 0.9, μ = 0, and = = ≈ . − S S e 0 135 11 22 2 . For simplicity, the model was fitted with γ = γ 1 = γ 2 , θ = 0, μ = 0, and = = S S 0 12 21 . The CTCRW models both the velocity and location giving a total of 1000 latent variables: 4 for each location. In contrast, the GDCRW only has 500 latent variables: 2 for each location. The mean of the time step distribution used in the simulation study was approximately 1.99, giving an average length of a simulated trajectory of 497.5 time units. Therefore, the GDCRW 8 would include 63 additional location estimates on average, corresponding to a total of 626 latent variables. Likewise, the GDCRW 4 , GDCRW 2 , and GDCRW 1 would on average include 125, 249, and 498 additional locations, respectively, corresponding to 750, 998, and 1496 latent variables.
Regardless of the different number of latent variables, all six estimation models (CTCRW, GDCRW, and the GDCRW with additional location estimates every 8, 4, 2, and 1 time unit) provided γ estimates close to the true value ( Fig. 1) ; however, the standard deviation of the estimates was higher for the GDCRW than for the five other models. For the true continuous time model, the CTCRW, the average of the 200 estimates (standard deviation) was 0.897 (0.018), whereas it was 0.901 (0.028) for the discrete time approximation with estimated locations only at the time of the observations, the GDCRW. When additional estimated locations were included every 8, 4, 2, and 1 time unit, the average of the estimated γ s were 0.905 (0.018), 0.905 (0.016), 0.903 (0.016), and 0.899 (0.017), respectively.
Besides the ability to re-obtain the true parameters, the GDCRW models with different numbers of estimated locations were evaluated on the distance between the estimated locations and the true simulated locations (Fig. 2) . To evaluate the models, this distance was calculated for each location for each track for the GDCRW, GDCRW 8 , GDCRW 4 , GDCRW 2 , and GDCRW 1 , and divided by the distance obtained for the CTCRW to get a relative distance. Note that since the coordinate system of the simulation study is arbitrary, the distances are only meaningful relative to each other. Whereas the models performed similarly in estimating γ, the CTCRW performed slightly better than the other models in obtaining precise location estimates; however, the GDCRW models improved when additional locations were estimated, as expected. For the GDCRW, 46% of the estimated locations were closer to the true location than the corresponding estimated location from the CTCRW. For the GDCRW 8 , 46.9% of the estimated locations were closer to the true location than the CTCRW, while it was 47.9, 48.5, and 49.6%, respectively, for the GDCRW 4 , GDCRW 2 , and GDCRW 1 . Consequently, the median relative distances where 1.0125 (GDCRW), 1.0075 (GDCRW 8 ), 1.0043 (GDCRW 4 ), 1.0021 (GDCRW 2 ), and 1.0003 (GDCRW 1 ). This simulation study evaluated the effect of the discretization used by the GDCRW when the true movement was continuous in time. Even when assuming constant velocity between observations, the GDCRW performed well compared to the CTCRW from which the data was simulated. Although the GDCRW with estimated locations at the time of observations performed well, performance could be improved by including additional estimated locations between observations. Including additional estimated locations made the time discretization finer, thereby allowing the velocity to change between observations and improving the Euler-Maruyama approximation. For a sufficient number of additional estimated locations, the discretized movement model would resemble the true continuous time model.
Comparing the GDCRW and the DCRW. Above it was established that the DCRW was a special case of the GDCRW. One of the ways the DCRW was generalized was that the GDCRW allowed estimated locations at arbitrary time points. In contrast, the DCRW only allowed regular time steps in discretizing the underlying SDE. In this simulation study the effect of the choice of discretization on parameter estimates and trajectory reconstruction was investigated. Trajectories were simulated from the underlying continuous time model in the special case that would reduce to the DCRW if the time steps were regular. The comparison consists of three parts. The first two parts compare how the DCRW and GDCRW are able to estimate parameters of the continuous time movement. The comparisons are made for a tortuous and a persistent movement, respectively. The final part compares how the DCRW and GDCRW are able to reconstruct the true trajectories, and how they are influenced by measurement error.
Datasets were simulated from two behavioural scenarios: a tortuous movement scenario with low autocorrelation and non-zero mean turning angle, and a persistent movement scenario with high autocorrelation and a mean turning angle equal to zero. The scenarios were selected to reflect the typical behavioural states the DCRW is used for (e.g 13, 21 .). For each scenario, 200 trajectories with 250 observations were simulated. Measurements were simulated from a normal distribution with covariance Σ = . I 0 1 o 2 2 . Both the DCRW and the GDCRW are discretizations of the true model. As a result, the models are expected to perform better when the number of estimated locations is increased, since increasing the number of estimated locations makes the time discretization finer. For each trajectory, a total of 10 models were fitted. Both the GDCRW and the DCRW were fitted with = N 250,500,750,1000, and 1250 estimated locations. In the DCRW, the estimated locations were included at regular time intervals. As www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ unit, respectively. In the GDCRW, 250 estimated locations were aligned with the observations. Remaining estimated locations were included recursively in the middle of the longest time step. For simplicity, the DCRW models were fitted with S 11 = S 22 and S 12 = S 21 = 0. The GDCRW models were fitted with γ = γ 1 = γ 2 , μ = 0, S 11 = S 22 , and S 12 = S 21 = 0 to reduce to the same parameters as the DCRW models. . The movement was simulated with diagonal S such that = = − S S e 11 22 2 . In this movement scenario, the GDCRW and the DCRW corrected by equation (4) provided estimates close to the true values for both parameters for all five number of estimated locations (Fig. 3) . For the GDCRW, the average γ estimates ranged from 0.898 to 0.905, and the average θ estimates ranged between −0.001 and 0. Likewise, the average DCRW estimates corrected by equation (4) ranged from 0.899 to 0.902 for γ, and from −0.001 to −0.001 for θ. Unlike for the GDCRW, the estimates obtained directly from the DCRW were not close to the true values. For the DCRW models, the average γ estimates increased with the number of estimated locations from 0.815 to 0.959. The average θ estimates were all close to zero (min: −0.001; max: 0.000); however, their standard deviation decreased from 0.035 to 0.007 as the number of estimated locations increased.
Similar to the comparison with the CTCRW, the GDCRW performed well for this persistent movement simulation study. For the rotation parameter, θ, the estimates barely changed by including additional location estimates, whereas the standard deviation decreased slightly by increasing the number of estimated locations. Likewise, when the DCRW parameters were corrected by equation (4), the DCRW performed well for all five number of location estimates. When the movement was persistent, changes in velocity between observations www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ were small; therefore, few estimated locations were needed for the discretized movement to resemble the true continuous time trajectory.
Tortuous movement. The second scenario mimicked a more tortuous movement. Movement was simulated with θ = ≈ . . Similar to the first scenario, the movement was simulated with = = − S S e 11 22 2 . The GDCRW provided γ estimates close to the true value for all five numbers of estimated locations with a slight tendency to overestimate the value (Fig. 4) . The average γ estimates (standard deviation) were 0.622 (0.059), 0.622 (0.059), 0.627 (0.061), 0.617 (0.064), and 0.614 (0.066) for the GDCRW with = N 250,500,750,1000, and 1250 estimated locations, respectively. A difference was, however, seen for the θ estimates. The GDCRW with 250 and 500 estimated locations provided downwards biased estimates of θ. Similarly to the persistent movement scenario, the estimates obtained directly from the DCRW were not close to the true values. For these models, the average γ estimates increased from 0.562 to 0.824 with the number of estimated locations, while the average θ estimates decreased from 1.851 to 0.426, illustrating the timescale dependence on the parameter estimates. After correcting the DCRW parameter estimates by equation (4), their values came closer to the true parameter value as the number of estimated locations increased. The average γ estimates decreased from 0.749 to 0.62, while the average θ estimates increased from 0.924 to 1.06.
Unlike the two previous simulation studies, additional estimated locations were necessary for the tortuous movement scenario. For both the GDCRW and the DCRW corrected by equation (4) www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ accurately by the GDCRW for all five number of estimated locations. For the DCRW corrected by equation (4), the estimation improved with the number of estimated locations.
When the movement was tortuous, changes in velocity between observations were larger and more frequent than for a persistent movement. Consequently, more estimated locations were needed for the GDCRW to resemble the true continuous time movement.
From these comparisons with the DCRW, it was evident that parameter estimates of the DCRW depended on the time between estimated locations. When the time between estimated locations decreased, the autocorrelation parameter, γ, of the DCRW would increase, while a non-zero turning angle, θ ≠ 0, would decrease. While the parameter estimates could be corrected by equation (4), an advantage of the GDCRW is that the parameter estimates are independent of the time scale.
Effect of measurement error on the choice of time steps. In the final simulation study, the GDCRW and DCRW were compared once more. While the previous comparison focused on parameter estimates, this simulation study compared the ability to accurately obtain location estimates for different ratios of process variability and measurement variability. Again, 200 trajectories with 250 observations were simulated from two behavioural scenarios using the same procedure as for the two previous simulation studies. The same movement parameters as in the previous simulation study were used, and the GDCRW and DCRW with 250 estimated locations were fitted in the same manner as before; however, the observations were simulated with covariances … − ⋅ − ⋅ . ⋅ . ⋅ e I e I e I e I , ,
2 5 5 2 2 1 5 2 2 2 2 , respectively. For each estimated location, the distance to the true location was calculated and compared between the GDCRW and the DCRW. Comparisons were made by dividing GDCRW distances with the corresponding DCRW distances to obtain relative distances. The DCRW locations were interpolated linearly to get values at the time of observations. When the measurement standard deviation was low, the GDCRW performed notably better than the DCRW (Fig. 5) . In both scenarios, 90% of the simulated locations had a relative distance less than 1; that is, the locations were better estimated by the GDCRW than the DCRW. As the measurement standard deviation increased relative to the movement standard deviation, the median relative distance tended to one, suggesting that the GDCRW and the DCRW returned similar location estimates.
When measurement error was low, and the number of estimated locations were the same as the number of locations, the GDCRW was better at reconstructing the true trajectories than the DCRW. Hence, it was better to have the estimated locations at the time of the observations than regularly spaced in time, because when the estimated locations were regularly spaced in time, several observations could be related to the same estimated locations. Consequently, the estimated location must provide a reasonable compromise for all related observations which was a disadvantage compared to the GDCRW when the measurement error was small. As the measurement error of each observation increases, the uncertainty of the GDCRW location estimate also increases and the two methods give similar results. 
Discussion
The GDCRW introduced here generalizes the DCRW movement model of Jonsen et al. 13 in three ways. Firstly, whereas the DCRW handles irregular observations by linear interpolation in the observational model, the GDCRW allows modelling irregular observations directly in the movement process. Through this construction, time-scale corrections of the DCRW parameters were found by considering a time regular GDCRW. Secondly, the GDCRW generalizes the DCRW by allowing different autocorrelation parameters in the two coordinates. Hence, when the rotation parameter is zero, the GDCRW resembles the integrated velocity model of the CTCRW of Johnson et al. 20 . Like the CTCRW and DCRW, the GDCRW includes the random walk as a limiting case. When the autocorrelation parameter approaches zero, the movement model approaches that of a random walk, which has been used in several studies, in particular when the data includes only daily observations (e.g. 29, 30 ). Thirdly, the GDCRW extends the DCRW by including a drift term. Because the GDCRW is more general, it is also computationally more demanding to fit the model to data (see Supplementary Material S4 ). While the GDCRW has fewer latent variables than the CTCRW, and the same number as the DCRW, the transition equation includes matrix exponentials, which are computationally demanding. In the implementation used here, the matrix exponentials are calculated in each time step 26 ; however, estimation can, in general, be made faster by reusing calculations. When the true animal movement is continuous in time, the GDCRW is a discrete time approximation. The quality of the approximation can be improved by including additional estimated locations between observations. www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ The additional estimated locations make the time discretization finer, effectively allowing the discrete time movement to change several times between observations, similar to the continuous time movement. Likewise, the DCRW provides a discrete time approximation; but, with regular time steps. In the simulation studies, it was shown that it is generally better to place estimated locations at the time of observations than regularly throughout the track. This was particularly true when measurement error was low. Nonetheless, when computational power is limited, regular time steps can be used to decrease the number of estimated locations to fewer than the number of observations. Both the GDCRW and DCRW can be improved as approximations to continuous time movement by adding additional estimated locations between observations. The GDCRW, and the DCRW as a www.nature.com/scientificreports www.nature.com/scientificreports/ special case, is an Euler-Maruyama approximation of the continuous time movement defined by equations (1) and (2) . Increasing the number of estimated locations will make the time discretization of the approximation finer, thereby improving it. While more estimated locations are better, the number used in practice will often be limited by the increasing computational complexity of the estimation method. Further, the number needed depends on the type of movement analysed. For persistent movement trajectories with few changes, few additional estimated locations are needed. For tortuous movement trajectories with rapid changes of velocity and direction, more additional estimated locations are needed for accurate inference. The simulation studies suggest that from a certain point, the advantage of including more estimated locations will be limited. In the comparison with the DCRW, parameter estimates of the GDCRW did not improve much when more than 750 locations were estimated for 250 observations (Figs 3 and 4) . When the number of additional estimated locations is a concern, the analysis can start by only including estimated locations at the time of observations and gradually increase the number of additional estimated locations until the inference is no longer improved.
Including a drift term in the model is useful for animals moving persistently between areas, such as the ringed seal analysed in the case study. In the case study, the drift term was modelled by a location dependent field. Having location or time dependent parameters in the SDE greatly complicates the calculations to obtain an analytical solution and in turn a fully continuous time model. Therefore, location dependent mean velocities could not easily be implemented in the CTCRW which has previously been used to analyse the track 7, 27 . Nonetheless, using the discrete time model, or a discrete time approximation, it is straightforward to extend the movement model with a location dependent drift. Using the same methods, spatial covariates such as sea surface temperature or depth could be included.
While the mean turning angle was estimated to be close to zero using the entire track, this may not be the case if, for instance, a time varying parameter or behavioural switching was included. Changes in behavioural states,
, can be modelled by a Markov Chain such that
The movement model is modified to have different parameters depending on the current behavioural state
This model generalizes the behavioural switching movement models of Jonsen et al. 13 and Whoriskey et al. 21 . It assumes that switching only occurs at the predetermined time points. That is, between two estimated locations, the animal only exhibits one type of behaviour and moves at a constant velocity; however, as it has been shown in both the case study and simulation studies, additional locations can be estimated either at regular time points, or at the time of observations and any time between them. While the extension to include behavioural switching is simple, maximum likelihood estimation is greatly complicated when measurement error is present. When observations are obtained without error, behavioural states and parameters can be estimated using hidden Markov model methods (e.g. 21 ).
The GDCRW can be constructed as a discretization of a generalization of the CTCRW. The first simulation study comparing the GDCRW and CTCRW suggests that using the analytical continuous time solution, when it can be found, generally provides better results than a discrete time approximation. Nonetheless, the discrete time approximation provided accurate parameter estimates, even when no additional estimated locations were included to improve the approximation. While the GDCRW was barely outperformed by the CTCRW in estimating true locations when the CTCRW was the true model, the first simulation study illustrated that the performance of the GDCRW could be improved to closely resemble the CTCRW. The performance of the GDCRW could be improved by including additional estimated locations between observations, because the movement process is then discretized on a finer time grid. Therefore, if the only aim is to reconstruct the true trajectory, any of the models perform well. Otherwise, the choice between the models should be based on which parameters are important to estimate.
The second simulation study compared the DCRW and the GDCRW in their ability to re-estimate the movement parameters of the underlying continuous time model. In both the tortuous and persistent movement scenarios, the GDCRW performed well; however, in the tortuous movement scenario, the performance was notably improved by adding additional estimated locations between observations. Further, it became evident that the parameter estimates of the DCRW are highly dependent on the selected time steps between estimated locations. Nevertheless, the estimates could be corrected by equation (4): the GDCRW with regular time steps. This correction provided estimates close to the true values in all cases except in the tortuous movement case with 250 and 500 estimated locations. Clearly, the ability to have time-scale independent movement parameters is a key feature of the GDCRW, regardless of whether it is used with regular or irregular time steps. Time-scale independent movement parameters allow analysis of several animals without using the same time steps. Further, they allow comparing results from previous studies using the DCRW even if different time steps are used.
Besides accuracy of the estimates, the DCRW and GDCRW were compared on their ability to reconstruct the movement tracks. The third simulation study showed that modelling time-irregular data through a time-irregular movement could increase the accuracy of predicted locations. This is consistent with previous findings comparing the DCRW and CTCRW, which showed that the continuous time model performed better if both movement models were combined with t-distributed measurement errors 7 . Overall, using the GDCRW with irregular time steps performed well in both scenarios compared to the DCRW. For small measurement errors, the irregular time steps outperformed the regular time steps with interpolation. For medium measurement errors, the two approaches performed equally in the persistent movement scenario, whereas the DCRW slightly outperformed the GDCRW in the tortuous movement case. For large measurement errors, the two approaches performed equally in both scenarios. Combined with the previous simulation study, these results suggest that the GDCRW performs well compared to the DCRW. In general, it is an advantage to have estimated locations at the time of observations for reconstructing trajectories. However, both models improve as approximations to the same underlying continuous time movement model when the number of estimated locations increases.
In this paper, a new method for dealing with telemetry data made up of time irregular locations was introduced. The model introduced was shown to generalize the DCRW and it was evaluated through simulation studies. Finally, the applicability of the model was illustrated by a case study including real telemetry data with time irregular observations. Directly modelling irregular data eases interpretation and comparison of movement parameters, because they are defined independently of the time between observations. From equation (4), parameters of the DCRW and GDCRW can be transformed to any time scale. However, the simulation study shows that fitting the DCRW with a poorly chosen time step introduces bias. This poses a problem in population and meta studies. With a discrete time model, all animals must be fitted with the same time steps to compare movement parameters. However, if the same time step is not optimal for all animals, bias can be introduced. Using an irregular or continuous time model transforms the parameters to a common time scale, even when the animals are observed, or behave, at different time scales.
